Direction from HKU MTR Station Exit C1 to Cheng Yu Tung Tower, HKU Centennial Campus

1) Take the lift from HKU MTR Station Exit C1 to the ground level, walk and take the escalator on the left (right next to the bus stop)

2) Take the escalator up to HKU Centennial Campus

3) Go straight via footbridge and turn left to take the lift to Level G - To Centennial Campus

4) Go straight and you will see the Visitor and Information Center on the right. Keep walking straight as shown below

5) Walk pass the signage of “The University of Hong Kong” and turn right. Walk up the stairs to the first floor.

6) Walk pass the signage of “Cheng Yu Tung Tower” and walk up the stairs to the second floor. You will arrive at the Large Moot Court.